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In 'Maxima Culpa', three priests have died at times convenient to Father Jerome Stevens' advancement in the
Church. Unable to accept these deaths as the Will of God, he has become extremely distraught and has
concluded that Satan has a sinister plan to advance him in the Church only to have him do it harm. His
friend, Father Francis Goode, asks his detective brother, Ig Goode, to inquire into these deaths to show that
no priests have been murdered. Ig uncovers circumstantial evidence that one priest was murdered and locates
a suspect. His confidant and mentor from graduate school, Dr. J. L. Dillan, recognizes some of the suspect's
activities as those of a professional killer. Ig tails the suspect from his home base in Louisville to Pensacola
and confirms that the suspect is, indeed, a hit man. Evidence is slim, however, that this killer has murdered
priests. Of the three possible deaths, Ig effectively discounts two as murder. While Ig works on the third
death, the suspect is caught in an attempt to kill again. He is shot. Father Francis, who is nearby, runs to offer
him a last confession. Francis learns all, but his lips are sealed; Ig will know only what Francis is able to
confirm, indirectly. The development is in eight parts: The Fatherless Father; The Last Ditch; The Bishop
Moves Obliquely: All Too Vivid; The Voyage of the Ester; Goode News, Bad News; Crimson on Sugar
White Sands; A Not So Free Lunch with Dillan.
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From reader reviews:

Debbie Davis:

The book untitled Maxima Culpa is the book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality
of the publication content that will be shown to you. The language that publisher use to explained their ideas
are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book, therefore the
information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book of
Maxima Culpa from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Nick Jansen:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to decide on
book like comic, short story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not hoping Maxima Culpa
that give your pleasure preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading routine all over the
world can be said as the method for people to know world better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be said constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky person but for all of you who wants
to end up being success person. So , for all you who want to start examining as your good habit, it is possible
to pick Maxima Culpa become your own starter.

Jeremy Clayton:

Is it a person who having spare time and then spend it whole day by means of watching television programs
or just laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Maxima Culpa can be the respond to, oh
how comes? The new book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your spare time by reading in
this brand new era is common not a geek activity. So what these books have than the others?

Mildred Olsen:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our expertise for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every
year has been exactly added. This reserve Maxima Culpa was filled with regards to science. Spend your
spare time to add your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has different feel when they
reading the book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a e-book. In
the modern era like right now, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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